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Henriksen Jet Center at Austin Executive Airport (KEDC) joins Paragon Aviation Group

Houston, TX--Paragon Aviation Group is pleased to announce the addition of Henriksen Jet Center (KEDC)
in Austin, Texas to its quickly growing roster of elite FBOs. Henriksen Jet Center and Austin Executive
Airport are owned by Mr. Ron Henriksen.

Uniquely positioned as a gateway to Austin, Austin Executive Airport is the newest business aviation airport
in the country. They are located 15 minutes from downtown Austin and only a quick eight minutes from Dell
and Samsung Campuses. From their exceptional customer service to their 18,000 sq. ft. arrival canopy,
they have the perfect amenities to keep every visitor cool and comfortable in the hot Texas sun.

"We are so thrilled to become a part of Paragon's network of FBOs," Andrew Perry, Executive Director,
said. "Henriksen Jet Center looks forward to networking and growing our business with other Paragon
locations."

Like many other Paragon members, Henriksen Jet Center is open 24 hours and features luxury amenities
including theater room, a VIP passenger lounge and an exquisite atrium style lobby.

"Henriksen Jet Center is a valued addition to our group and the perfect gateway for anyone flying into
Austin, Texas," President Mike Delk said. "We look forward to working with them and helping them grow
their business through Paragon's network of FBOs."

Paragon Aviation Group is the fastest growing network of elite, independent FBOs in North America.
Through its commitment to customer-focused service, quality, safety, reliability and value Paragon delivers
tangible benefits to its members, based tenants and transient customers. Each FBO joining Paragon
Aviation Group goes through a comprehensive audit of facility and services offered to ensure the quality of
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the member base. A set of core standards has been developed for each FBO to adhere to and maintain in
order to remain in the network.

Paragon Aviation Group is owned and operated by Delk's Valley Oil, a family business comprised of Mike
Delk, Megan Barnes and Molly LeBlanc. With their combined industry experience of over 60 years they
have introduced an exciting new industry platform for premier aviation service providers.
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